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2012 Alternative Clean Transportation Expo and NAFA Fleet Management Association
Announce Partnership for North America’s Largest Alternative Fuel Show
As a silver sponsor for the 2012 ACT Expo, NAFA will showcase its commitment to clean
vehicle technologies for fleets
March 9, 2012—Long Beach, Calif. — NAFA Fleet Management Association, the premier
association for vehicle fleet management professionals, has signed on as a silver-level sponsor for the
2012 Alternative Clean Transportation (ACT) Expo, North America’s largest convergence of stakeholders
advocating for alternative fuels and clean vehicle technologies. The 2012 ACT Expo will take place May
15-17 at the Long Beach Convention Center in Long Beach, California.

“NAFA is extremely excited to be a sponsor of the ACT Expo, the premier clean technology event
in the country for fleet managers,” said NAFA Executive Director Phillip E. Russo, CAE. “There is a great
deal of synergy between our two groups, especially with NAFA’s Institute & Expo being the fleet industry’s
largest education and networking event. We are impressed by what ACT Expo has been able to achieve
in terms of providing clean vehicle education and tools to fleet managers. We look forward to helping the
ACT Expo grow and become part of the NAFA family of partners.”

NAFA’s partnership with the 2012 ACT Expo reinforces the organization’s commitment to provide
fleet management professionals with the groundbreaking tools, key strategies and sound infrastructure to
employ alternative fuel and clean vehicle technologies with the ultimate goal of improving air quality and
reducing dependence on foreign oil.

As the world's leading not-for-profit association for the vehicle fleet management profession,
NAFA has set its sights on expanding the awareness and education of fleet professionals surrounding
alternative fuels and clean vehicle technologies. NAFA’s annual Institute & Expo, the largest event of the
fleet management industry, continues to showcase the latest vehicle technology advances in clean diesel,
hybrid, and electric among other alternative fuel types in the conference Green Zone since its inception in
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2010. The partnership between ACT Expo and NAFA will further drive this sustainability initiative in
planning for a swiftly approaching alternatively-fueled future.

NAFA will be located at booth number 548 in Exhibit Hall A at the Long Beach Convention Center.. For
more information on NAFA at the 2012 ACT Expo, visit www.actexpo.com.
About NAFA Fleet Management Association
NAFA Fleet Management Association is a tax-exempt, not-for-profit, individual membership professional
society serving the needs of members who manage fleets of sedans, public safety vehicles, trucks, and
buses of all types and sizes, and a wide range of military and off-road equipment for organizations across
the globe. NAFA provides members a full range of products and services, including statistical research,
publications, regional chapter meetings, government representation, seminars, online information, and an
annual conference and expo. NAFA’s Full and Associate Members are responsible for the specification,
acquisition, maintenance, and remarketing of more than 3.5 million vehicles. The more "traditional" fleet
vehicles of passenger cars, vans, SUVs, and police vehicles managed by NAFA members total 2.4
million. In addition, NAFA Members across the North American continent have more than 1.1 million
medium- and heavy-duty trucks in their fleets, including public safety, delivery vehicles, and public works
vehicles. For more information visit http://www.nafa.org
About Gladstein, Neandross & Associates (GNA)
With headquarters in Santa Monica, California, and in New York, New York, GNA is one of the nation’s
leading environmental consulting firms.
GNA specializes in emission reduction, energy and
transportation policy, carbon management, and market development for clean, alternative fuel and
efficient vehicle technologies. For nearly 20 years, GNA has worked with businesses, governments, and
communities to develop strategies and raise awareness about projects and technologies that promote
sustainable economies and environments. GNA has successfully secured over $230 million in project
funding on behalf of its clients and the multiple clean energy and transportation technology projects on
which it has collaborated.
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